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Thank you for your order 
 

New Payment Instructions 

To eliminate mail Check fraud and to keep the shipping cost low, our Freight Carrier 

is now longer handling COD shipments. 

Due to Software changes at this time we Do Not process Credit Cards.  

Therefore, once we receive your order, we will Confirm and Call/E-mail you with 

the Total $ amount for the Check.  

After we Confirm your Order you need to Fax/E-mail a Photocopy of your Company 

Check for Processing. This will allow us to Deposit/Cash your Check Electronically.  

     

Check Instruction: (Do not Fax/E-mail a photocopy of check until we confirm your order) 

A. Make the Check Payable to Precision European Inc.  

B. Make sure your handwritten dollar amount is leadable. 

C. Make sure the check is perfectly flat when you take the picture 

D. The picture of the check needs to be taken straight from the top (not in an angle) 

E. The check outer frame needs to look parallel to the picture frame. 

 

We Regret the Inconvenience and Appreciate your Understanding. 

 

Your Invoice Copy will be attached on top of the Shipping Box. 

Transmission Installation Instructions and Core Return Shipping Docs are attached 

to the Transmission. 

Core Return Pickup Instructions 
Remove the Bill of Lading from the pouch that was attached to the Transmission.  

Remove all old Tracking Numbers Stickers from the Shipping Box. 

Drain all fluid from transmission and torque converter. Dump remaining solvent 

from the flusher, make sure all hoses and adapters are returned with the flusher and 

place all items in the shipping box. Check if the transmission and flusher are secure 

and cannot move around, causing damage to each other. 

 

When you ready for the Core Pickup you can e-mail to sales@peius.com 

Make sure to have your Company Name and Phone Number in the E-mail 

 

Thank you for your Business 

From your Precision European Inc (PEI) Team 

mailto:sales@peius.com
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Precision European Inc. 

   sales@peius.com   Fax 714-241-9659   Web: www.peius.com 
 

This Form needs to be completed and returned before we can start to process your 

order. Transmission cannot be kept on hold. 

Our policy is: First come First Serve to assure an efficient workflow. 

 

Your Company Name: __________________________Contact Name: _____________ Phone: ______________ 

  

Model    (300D??) Month/Year Your PO #   

      

Fill in Vehicle 17-digit VIN 
                     

For Mercedes fill in the 16 to 24 digit trans number: (example 140270280172235902123456) 
Stamped on right side of the transmission case, follow the sequence as stamped on the transmission case.  

                        

If you chose 12 Months Warranty Reduction Option we offer a $400 Discount. 

Mercedes Prices (transmissions are shipped with DEX 3 type oil) 

K4A 025 (4 speed) 16 bolt pan 4/6cyl Diesel/Gas the trans cost is $2975         Restoration Finish Option for $925 

K4B 050 (4 speed) 16 bolt pan V8 6.3, 600Limo the trans cost is $3775          Restoration Finish Option for $925 

K4C 025 (4 speed) 4 bolt pan 4/6cyl trans the cost is $1975                              Restoration Finish Option for $925 

K4A 040 (4 speed) 4 bolt pan V8 3.5, 350, G-Wagon the trans cost is $2575   Restoration Finish Option for $925 

722.00X  (3 speed) 4 bolt pan V8 4,5, 450 the trans cost is $2575                      Restoration Finish Option for $925 

722.003   (3 speed) 4 bolt pan V8 6.9 the trans cost is $2975                              Restoration Finish Option for $925 

722.1XX (4 speed) 4 bolt pan 4/5/6cyl Diesel/Gas the trans cost is $1975 

722.3/4    (4 speed) 6 bolt pan 4/5/6cyl Diesel/Gas the trans cost is $1675 

722.3       (4 speed) 6 bolt pan 6cyl-G-Wagon the trans cost is $2075 

722.3       (4 speed) 6 bolt pan V8 the trans cost is $1975 

722.3       (4 speed) 6 bolt pan V12 and AMG 6cyl the trans cost is $2375 

722.5      (5 speed) 6 bolt pan 6cyl the trans cost is $1875 plus $20 for the 4th gear Activation Micro Switch 

 

BMW Prices (transmissions are shipped with DEX 3 type oil) 

3HP-22 1 0 4  3       Serial #        $1675 Cable controlled trans 

4HP-22 1 0 4  3       Serial #        $1775 Cable controlled trans 

* Problems/failure with old transmission: _____________________________________________________  

 

 

*Trans. Price: $_________  Freight charge: $ _______ 

Attention: Mercedes Diesel Vehicles only: 

On Mercedes Diesel vehicles, you have a separate vacuum system. 

If the system holds to much vacuum at different throttle positions, the transmission will slip and 

burn the clutches. Check with Mercedes for availability for the control valves attached to 

injection pump/fire wall and valve cover, be careful quoting your customer a firm price. 
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Very Important 
Only use oil:  

1. Castrol  TRANSMAX DEX/MERC domestic, or Mobil ATF D/M 
Note:  

Listed below are some of the symptoms when using the wrong oil. 
 
BMW vehicles with ZF type transmissions that use Dextron 3 type oil. 
3HP-22, 4HP-22, 4HP-24, 5HP-18 
Symptoms: slipping when up shifting 
Mercedes none electronic control transmission up to 1996:  
16 bolt oil pan type 
4 bolt oil pan type 
722.3 - 722.4 - 722.5 type 
Symptoms: slipping when up shifting 
BMW vehicles with GM type transmission that use Dextron 3 type oil.  
4L30-E 
Symptoms: slipping from 2nd to 3rd gear shift when cold 
This transmission is filled already; you need to check oil level at full operation temperature. 

These transmissions have been run in our dyno with 
Castrol TRANSMAX DEX/MERC or Mobil ATF D/M (ATF Dextron 3 type none synthetic oil)  

Mixing the oil will cause the transmission to fail prematurely. 
Any other transmission fluid will void the warranty, if question please call us 

 

Local Delivery and flushing radiator/cooler lines cost is $45 to $75 

     Freight within California, transit time is 1-2 week days and cost is $195  

            Freight to all other mainland States, transit time is 2-7 week days and cost is $295 

                   Freight to Canada/Hawaii, transit time is 7-14 week days and cost is $495 
This transmission will be delivered with a cooling system flusher. 

Not flushing the cooling system will immediately Void the warranty, no exceptions. 
If the information you filled out on this form is incorrect, and we have to send you a different item, you are fully liable 

for all shipping cost. If you have any questions regarding this form, please feel free to call. 

 
 

I hereby agree, in order to maintain Precision European Inc. product warranty, our repair shop will perform the 

transmission/other parts installation in our facility. 

Do you want the Restoration Finish Option for $925 Yes_____ No_____ 

Do you want 12 Months Warranty Only for a $400 Reduction. Yes_____ No_____ 

Send your Order Confirmation to E-mail Address__________________________________________ 

I understand above instructions and by signing committing to the order: 

 

Name: ____________________Signature: _______________ Date: ___________Time: ___________ 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call us at: 714 241 9657 

Sign form and send pages 2 and 3 to sales@peius.com or fax to 714-241-9659 
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Attention 
To assist our customers with faster service we have our wholesale 

pricelist online. 

Go to www.peius.com and set up your user profile for secured 

logon. 

Thank you for making us your BMW and Mercedes transmission 

supplier. 

 If you have any suggestions to improve our service, you are 

welcome to let us know,  

Please e-mail suggestions to sales@peius.com 

www.peius.com 
 

 

 
 

 

http://www.peius.com/

